Mangongkal Holi is known as the highest level of tradition on Batak Toba daily life practices. Previously, this tradition was done by those limited families for the reasons of funding and its complicated management. But nowadays, the practice of mangongkal holi tradition is more rarely to be found; eventhough there are many local wisdom implicitly impressed on it. This study is part of the first writer's dissertation, entitled Tradisi Mangongkal Holi pada Masyarakat Batak Toba (Mangongkal Holi Tradition in Batak Toba Society). This research was done in qualitative research, the data were collected through direct participatory observation, in-depth interviews with many batak toba informants (adat's experts, practitioners and academicians/theologians), as well as audio-visual documentation. The data were analyzed by using Miles, and Huberman model; where data condensation, data display and data conclusion/verification were the three concurrent flows activities done to make sure the process of data analysis precisely on the track. The final conclusion of this research state that there were nine local wisdom found in mangongkal holi tradition, they are: thanksgiving, respect, humble/humility, blessings, responsibility, mutual cooperation, prays, concession in dialogue, and prestige; where all these local wisdom will be well-stored and longlasting while mangongkal holi tradition conserved through good and acceptable design of recommended revitalization model. The writers believe that there are still many solutions to solve the problems of funding, such as: down-grading the level of ceremony, or unifying more individual saring-sarings in a mangongkal holi ceremony.
Introduction
Mangongkal Holi (excavating respected ancestors' bones; then replaced it into batu na pir, tambak natimbo or multi-levels stoned grave) is the highest level of tradition in Batak Toba society (Silalahi, 2016a ). This tradition is held in order to show the descendents' respect to their Hula-Hula's families as well as a thanksgiving devotion to God for all the good things received by the descendants' families (Silalahi, 2016b) . Administering mangongkal holi is also functioned as an alternative solution to the limited space of cemetery land (Silalahi, 2019) . Nowadays, this oral tradition is acknowledged as a rare AICLL 2019 ritual done by the batak toba societies; since it is still classified as a family responsibility (funding and management) and it needs a long term preparation. 
Literature Review
Tol and Pudentia (1995: 2) in Hoed (2008: 184) said, "Oral traditions do not only contain folktales, myths, and legends …, but store complete indigenous cognate systems. To name a few: histories, legal practices, adat law, medication". Oral tradition deals with indigenous local tradition performances such as mangongkal holi in batak toba society and many more, since it stores complete cognate system: texts, co-text, and context (Finnegan, 2005) .
Furthermore, Suarez Orozco & Garner (2004) said that "children growing up today will need to develop arguably more than in any generatioan in human history the higher order, which are increasingly likely to be of very different racial, religious, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds." The writers believe that those local wisdom found in the whole series of mangongkal holi tradition performance will strengthen those children's positive characters in the future.
Research Method
In order to collect the data of the research, the researcher did a field research through a direct participant observatory; where the researchers attended the traditional events on Mangongkal Holi both in Sidamanik and Ronggur ni Huta regencies. Furthermore, the researchers did in-depth and open-ended interview to obtain more complete data research from the informants. The data were analyzed based on Miles and Huberman model (2014:8) ; the collected data were condensed first based on the most related object, then displayed (sometimes, the displayed data needs to be condensed more) and finally draw/verifying the conclusion. 
Result and Discussion
Mangongkal holi tradition consists of a series of procession/events: tonggo raja, paumbanghon saring-saring, panangkokhon saring-saring tu batu na pir, sulang bao, mangaliat horbo, mambuat tua ni gondang, and pesta adat na gok. Every procession has its own unique performance (Finnegan, 2005) , somehow they are connected with interaction between those Adat chiefs, participants and audiences. Based on such series of procession, the writers finally found nine (9) local wisdom as hidden treasures from those batak toba ancestors, which really valuable to their society.
Local wisdom found on Mangongkal Holi
Here are those nine local wisdoms found in mangongkal holi tradition in batak toba society.
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is an originated local wisdom which appear in many batak toba society traditions. Expressing their happiness to the Almighty God as the source of blessing, to all of their Hula-hula(s) as the earthly source of blessing, and to all of their dongan tubu(s), dongan sahuta(s) as well as to their boru(s) for their companion in accomplishing every steps of their life. Even though sometimes it looks so awkward, when batak people express their thanksgiving not only in happy condition (wedding, baby born, entering build new house, mangongkal holi, etc.) but also in sorrow (death); they believe that God is the source of life, so whatever happen in their lives, they should say thanks to Him, for they really understand that God knows the best in theirs. Thanksgiving expression AICLL 2019 could be seen when the adat performers delivering their speech or pray in front of the participants as well as the audience. 
Respect
Respect is the main idea implied on Dalihan na tolu; adat law that lead all the member of batak toba society have to respect one another. In social context, a person (man/woman) is possibly handling these three positions: hula-hula, dongan tubu, and boru (Silalahi, 2016b 
Humble/Humility
Humble is actually the origin of batak toba's local wisdom; it signals that those people keep the hospitality in their social lives. Whatever someone offer/give something to someone else, no matter how big/expensive/precious is it, they always end it with expressing umpasa as mentioned in data 3 below. This umpasa implied humble meaning, no matter how rich is the host, they should express the umpasa, in general, they want to admit that the offering is belongs to God, so everyone should down to earth.
On data 1 and 2, humbling expression were seen from the host's spokesperson side. It is not easy to be the host's spokesperson, he needs many experiences in attending as well as practicing any traditional events; but since he said so, it does not mean that he AICLL 2019 has no experience at all, but of course he was signalling the origin of batak toba's local wisdom. 
Blessings
The existence/appearance of Hula-hulas, pastor, adat chief, and pargonci in mangongkal holi tradition is very important, because they were not functioned as adat performers, participants, or even audience; but more than that, batak toba society believe that those elements are the source of blessings (pasu-pasu), the representative of God on the earth. Blessing is given to the host's big family through addressing umpasa and umpama while they delivering messages, head-to-head. In meantime, while the group hula-hulas entering the (alaman) jabu bona of the host, they dance through waving their fore-hand up and down; or when the group of Hula-hula come and blessing the member of the host one by one in Gondang somba-somba or Gondang liat-liat.
AICLL 2019 
Responsibility
Responsibility is something crucial and originated on batak toba's daily life. Caring and leading the children from baby ages to their marriage is the parents' responsibility. Furthermore, caring and loving their parents until their death and even post-death become those children responsibilities. Since mangongkal holi is the highest level of tradition, and it becomes the end-duty of every bataktoba people; so, every children should be able to accomplish their responsibility, which is uplifting their parents/ancestors to the multi-level man made grave complete with the whole series of tradition. The umpama:
amak do rere, anak do bere dohot ibebere (your nephews/nieces are you children), means that tulang/hula-hula have the same responsibility to teach/lead the host, to make the event perfect. The umpama: 'saulaon do hasuhuton dohot dongan sahuta' (your neighbour's event is yours) means that the adat chief as the representative of dongan sahuta/natua-tua ni huta has the same responsibility to assist/help the hasuhuton bolon to succeed the event. 
Concession in dialogue
Concession in Dialogue is also considered as batak toba's original local wisdom; this could be seen in their every royal meeting and traditional performances, especially in mangongkal holi tradition. Agreeing/dealing with someone group's spokesperson, the adat performer's ideas/concepts are the manifestation of concession in dialogue;
respecting someone point of views. Sometimes, this could shorten the time's allocation; AICLL 2019 [So, let boru get into the grave first, to clean and make sure until we can see the bones altogether; afterwards, the first son (hula-hula) will get into the grave and replace the skull; It must be you to do it, and make sure that the skull and the jaws should be in a unit. since not all of the participants delivering their own words, through dealing/accepting the previous statements (because they main point would be the same), will show a coherence harmony between the participants.
Prestige
Prestige is the highest/final destination of every batak toba people; hagabeon (having great descendants), hamoraon (having great wealth), and hasangapon (having high prestige) from the society. Having prestigious respect from other people could because of receiving new and higher level of position (promoted), and others (become the representative in House of Parliament, Military rank, government's position) and it is just temporarily, the position ends, the prestigious status will be ended too. But having prestigious status on social/traditional community will be really different, the status will AICLL 2019 
Indexicality
Indexicality are those elements accompanied the adat performances (while expressing the texts). 
Conclusion
Mangongkal Holi as an indigenous batak toba society'soral tradition should be pre- Mandailing), or even in others cultural tribes found in North Sumatera, such as: Nias, Chinese, Hindi/Tamil, etc., because the writers believe that every traditional events/activities consist of many valuable local wisdom, that can help the society/nation to keep the peace and prosperity even in a very small scale of human life.
